The Peculiar Crimes Unit / Bryant & May series
by Christopher Fowler
Full Dark House [2003]
A bomb rips through present-day
London, tragically ending the crimefighting partnership of Arthur Bryant and
John May begun more than a halfcentury ago during another infamous
bombing: the Blitz of World War II. Desperately searching
for clues to the saboteur’s identity, May finds the notes his
old friend kept of their very first case and a past that may
have returned…with murderous vengeance. It was an
investigation that began with the grisly murder of a pretty
young dancer. In a city shaken by war, a faceless killer
stalked London’s theater row, creating his own sinister
drama. And it would take Bryant’s unorthodox techniques
and May’s dogged police work to catch a fiend whose
ability to escape detection seemed almost supernatural—a
murderer who decades later may have returned to kill one
of them…and won’t stop until he kills the other.

The Water Room [2004]
How can an elderly recluse drown in a
chair in her otherwise dry basement?
That’s what John May and Arthur Bryant
of London’s Peculiar Crimes Unit set out
to discover in a city rife with shady real
estate developers, racist threats, dodgy
academicians, and someone dangerously obsessed with
Egyptian mythology. Linking them all is an evil lurking in
London’s vast and forgotten underground river system—a
killer with the eerie ability to strike anywhere, anytime,
without leaving a clue. It’s a subterranean case of secrets,
lies, and multiple murders that defies not only the law, but
reason itself. Can Bryant and May bring a killer to the
surface and stop the dark tide of murder before it pulls
them under, too?

Seventy-Seven Clocks [2005]
A mysterious stranger in outlandish
Edwardian garb defaces a Pre-Raphaelite
painting in the National Gallery. Then a
guest at the exclusive Savoy Hotel is
fatally bitten by a marshland snake. Over
the next several days, an outbreak of increasingly bizarre
crimes will hit London—and, fittingly, come to the attention
of the Peculiar Crimes Unit. Art vandalism, an exploding
suspect, pornography, rat poison, Gilbert and Sullivan
musicals, secret societies…and not a single suspect in sight.
The killer they’re chasing has a dark history, a habit of
staying hidden, and time itself on his side. Detectives May
and Bryant are racing the clock and this time the bell may
be tolling for them.

Ten Second Staircase [2006]
It’s a crime tailor-made for the Peculiar
Crimes Unit: a controversial artist is
murdered and displayed as part of her
own outrageous installation. No suspects,
no motive, no evidence—but this time
they do have an eyewitness. A twelve-year-old claims the
killer was a cape-clad highwayman atop a black stallion.
Whoever the killer really is, he seems intent on killing off
enough minor celebrities to become one himself. As
“Highwayman Fever” grips London, Bryant and May, along
with the newest member of the Unit, May’s agoraphobic
granddaughter, April, find themselves sorting out a case
involving artistic rivalries, sleazy sex affairs, the Knights
Templars, feuding street gangs, and a decades-old crime
spree that split up their partnership once before—and
threatens to end it again…with murder.

White Corridor [2007]
It’s the classic locked-room mystery—a
member of the Peculiar Crimes Unit killed
inside a sealed morgue populated only by
the dead and to which only four PCU
members had a key. To make matters
worse, the Unit has been shut down for a forced
“vacation,” and Bryant and May are stuck in a van in the
Dartmoor countryside during a freak snowstorm. Now
they’ll have to crack the case by cell phone while trying to
stop a second murder without freezing to death. For among
the line of trapped vehicles, a killer is on the prowl, a
beautiful woman is on the run, and an innocent child is
caught in the middle….

The Victoria Vanishes [2008]
Murder doesn’t get more peculiar than
this. A lonely hearts killer is targeting
middle-aged women at some of
England’s most well-known pubs. What’s
even more peculiar, Arthur Bryant
happened to see the latest victim only moments before her
death—at a pub torn down eighty years ago! It’s only the
beginning of a case littered with clues that defy everything
the veteran detectives know about the profiles of serial
killers and the methodology of crime.

On the Loose [2009]
The Peculiar Crimes Unit is no more—
disbanded, finished, kaput. After years of
defying the odds and infuriating their
superiors, detectives Arthur Bryant and
John May have finally crossed the line.
While Bryant takes to his bed, his bathrobe, and his esoteric
books, the rest of the team takes to the streets looking for
new careers—until one of them stumbles upon a gruesome
murder.
Now the Unit is back for an encore performance—in a
rented office with no computer network, no legal authority,
and a broken toilet. They’ve got until the end of the week
to solve a mystery with links to gangland crime, the 2012
London Olympics, and a half-man, half-stag creature that’s

carrying off young women. It’s the kind of case that Bryant
and May live to solve . . . and it could be the one that finally
kills them.

Off the Rails [2010]
Arthur Bryant and John May—and their
team of proud eccentrics in the Peculiar
Crimes Unit—have been given only one
week to hunt down a murderer they’ve
already caught once, but who somehow
escaped from a locked room and killed one of their best
and brightest. Facing a shutdown, Bryant and May, men of
opposite methods, learn that their nemesis, expertly
disguised, has struck again—and now he is luring them
down into the vast labyrinth of tunnels and dark shadows
of the London Underground. But soon they will discover a
fresh mystery—one as bizarre as anything they have ever
faced.

Bryant and May’s Mystery
Tour [2011 Novella]
Early on an unseasonably warm
Christmas Eve, Arthur Bryant of the
Met's Peculiar Crimes Unit is
summoned by the Home Office to
attend a crime scene. Later that morning, he meets his
colleague John May at a bus stop near Marble Arch. At
Bryant's insistence, the two elderly detectives board an
open-top tourist bus where he explains that they are in
pursuit of the individual who strangled a 54 year-old
cleaning lady in her flat the night before. As the old
Routemaster trundles past some of London's iconic tourist
sights - Oxford Circus, Regent Street, Nelson's Column,
Whitehall, the palace of Westminster and even New
Scotland Yard (a journey during which Arthur Bryant
succeeds in upsetting both his fellow passengers and the
tour guide) it becomes clear why the two policemen should
have been called upon to investigate such a 'normal'
murder. Because, of course, nothing is ever quite that
straightforward when Bryant and May are on the case . . .
An exclusive short story, part of the Storycuts series.

The Memory of Blood [2011]
Christopher Fowler’s acclaimed Peculiar
Crimes Unit novels crackle with sly wit,
lively suspense, and twists as chilling as
London’s fog. Now the indomitable duo
of Arthur Bryant and John May, along
with the rest of their quirky team, return to solve a
confounding case with dark ties to the British theater and a
killer who may mean curtains for all involved.
For the crew of the New Strand Theatre, the play The Two
Murderers seems less performance than prophecy when a
cast party ends in the shocking death of the theater
owner’s son. The crime scene is most unusual, even for
Bryant and May. In a locked bedroom without any trace of
fingerprints or blood, the only sign of disturbance is a
gruesome life-size puppet of Mr. Punch laying on the floor.
Everyone at the party is a suspect, including the corrupt
producer, the rakish male lead, the dour set designer, and
the assistant stage manager, who is the wild daughter of a
prominent government official.
It’s this last fact that threatens the Peculiar Crimes Unit’s
investigation, as the government’s Home Office, wary of
the team’s eccentric methods, seeks to throw them off the
case. But the nimble minds of Bryant and May are not so
easily deterred. Delving into the history of the London
theater and the disturbing origins of Punch and Judy, the
detectives race to find the maniacal killer before he reaches
his even deadlier final act.

The Invisible Code [2012]
When a young woman is found dead in
the pews of St. Bride’s Church—alone
and showing no apparent signs of
trauma—Arthur Bryant assumes this
case will go to the Peculiar Crimes Unit,
an eccentric team tasked with solving London’s most
puzzling murders. Yet the city police take over the
investigation, and the PCU is given an even more baffling
and bewitching assignment.
Called into headquarters by Oskar Kasavian, the head of
Home Office security, Bryant and May are shocked to hear
that their longtime adversary now desperately needs their

help. Oskar’s wife, Sabira, has been acting strangely for
weeks—succumbing to violent mood swings, claiming an
evil presence is bringing her harm—and Oskar wants the
PCU to find out why. And if there’s any duo that can deduce
the method behind her madness, it’s the indomitable
Bryant and May.
When a second bizarre death reveals a surprising link
between the two women’s cases, Bryant and May set off on
a trail of clues from the notorious Bedlam hospital to
historic Bletchley Park. And as they are drawn into a world
of encrypted codes and symbols, concealed rooms and
high-society clubs, they must work quickly to catch a killer
who lurks even closer than they think.

The Casebook of Bryant & May:
The Soho Devil [2013 Limited
Run British Graphic Novel]
The critically acclaimed cult detectives
Bryant & May are the stars of ten
deranged novels that explore London’s
most arcane mysteries, from its hidden rivers to its secret
societies. And now they’re coming to comics! Christopher
Fowler, a lifelong fan of graphic novels, has teamed with
legendary ‘Thunderbirds’ and ‘Commando’ artist Keith Page
to create a sumptuous, stunningly colored annual of fun
containing a brand-new full-length adventure, a 1960s-set
Untold Story, galleries, alternative full-page covers and
trivia. Expect the first volume to become a collectors’ item.
INCLUDES: How to Invent a Mystery Series
Introduction by Christopher Fowler
The Soho Devil
Written by Christopher Fowler
Drawn by Keith Page
Graphics by Martin Butterworth
Arthur Bryant's Secret Library
Written by Christopher Fowler
The Severed Claw
Written by Christopher Fowler
Drawn by Keith Page
Graphics by Martin Butterworth

The Peculiar Crimes Unit Sketch Book
Drawn by Keith Page
The Strange Cases of Bryant & May
Written by Christopher Fowler

The Bleeding Heart [2014]
Romain Curtis sneaks into St. George’s
Gardens one evening with his date,
planning to show her the stars. A
centuries-old burial ground, the small,
quiet park is the perfect place to be
alone. Yet the night takes a chilling turn when the two
teenagers spy a strange figure rising from among the
tombstones: a corpse emerging from the grave. Suffice it to
say that wherever there’s a dead man walking, Bryant and
May and the Peculiar Crimes Unit are never far behind.
As the PCU investigates the sighting, a second urgent
matter requires their unusual brand of problem-solving.
Seven ravens have gone missing from their historic home in
the Tower of London, and legend has it that when the
ravens disappear, England will fall. Bryant has been tasked
with recovering the lost birds, but when Romain is suddenly
found dead, the two seemingly separate mysteries start to
intertwine and point to a plot more sinister than anyone
could ever imagine.
Soon Bryant and May find themselves immersed in
London’s darkest lore, from Victorian-era body snatchers,
to arcane black magic, to the grisly myth behind Bleeding
Heart Yard, a courtyard long associated with murder. And
as the body count spikes and more coffins are unearthed,
they will have to dig deep to catch a killer and finally lay
these cases to rest.

Bryant and May and the Secret
Santa [2015 – short story /
ebook only ]
In this fast-paced Peculiar Crimes Unit
mystery, available as an eBook short story,
detectives Arthur Bryant and John May
must crack a puzzling Christmas case with some extra
assistance from Santa’s little helpers.
The streets of London are covered in twinkling lights and
freshly fallen snow, but the mood inside the Christmas
department of Selfridges is decidedly less cheery. Bryant
and May have arrived there to investigate the death of an
eleven-year-old boy who inexplicably fled the store after a
routine visit to Santa’s Wonderland. Their only clue is a torn
scrap of blue cloth discovered at the scene. Now, Bryant
and May are making a list of suspects, but they’d better
check it twice to catch a shifty culprit in disguise.

London’s Glory: The Lost Cases
of Bryant and May and the
Peculiar Crimes Unit [2015]
Arthur Bryant and John May of the
Peculiar Crimes Unit are London’s
craftiest and bravest detectives—and
there’s no better pair to solve the city’s most confounding
crimes. In this riveting eBook collection of mystery short
stories, available together for the first time, Christopher
Fowler takes Bryant and May on a series of twisting
adventures and brings readers behind the scenes of his
beloved novels.
In “Bryant & May in the Field,” a woman is found with her
throat slashed in a snowy park, yet the killer managed to
escape without leaving any footprints. In “Bryant & May
and the Nameless Woman,” a businessman drowns in the
pool of a posh club, and the only suspect is a young woman
who remains almost too calm during questioning. And in
“Bryant & May Ahoy!” the pair goes on holiday on a friend’s
yacht in Turkey, but Bryant realizes there’s something fishy
about their fellow passengers. From London’s grandest
mansions to its darkest corners, from the Christmas
department of Selfridges to a sinister traveling sideshow,

there’s no scene too strange for the Peculiar Crimes Unit
and the indefatigable detectives at its helm.

The Burning Man [2015]
In the week before Guy Fawkes Night,
London’s peaceful streets break out in
sudden unrest. Enraged by a scandal
involving a corrupt financier accused of
insider trading, demonstrators are rioting
outside the Findersbury Private Bank, chanting, marching,
and growing violent. But when someone hurls a Molotov
cocktail at the bank’s front door, killing a homeless man on
its steps, Bryant, May, and the rest of the Peculiar Crimes
Unit is called in. Is this an act of protest gone terribly
wrong? Or a devious, premeditated murder?
Their investigation heats up when a second victim is
reported dead in similar fiery circumstances. May discovers
the latest victim has ties to the troubled bank, and Bryant
refuses to believe this is mere coincidence. As the riots
grow more intense and the body count climbs, Bryant and
May hunt for a killer who’s adopting incendiary methods of
execution, on a snaking trail of clues with roots in London’s
history of rebellion, anarchy, and harsh justice. Now, they’ll
have to throw themselves in the line of fire before the
entire investigation goes up in smoke.

Strange Tide [coming in
December 2016]
The Peculiar Crimes Unit faces its most
baffling case yet—and if Bryant and May
can’t rise to the challenge, the entire unit
may go under. Near the Tower of
London, along the River Thames, the body of a woman has
been discovered chained to a stone post and left to drown.
Curiously, only one set of footprints leads to the tragic spot.
“The Bride in the Tide,” as the London press gleefully dubs
her, has the PCU stumped. Why wouldn’t the killer simply
dump her body in the river—as so many do?
Arthur Bryant wonders if the answer lies in the mythology
of the Thames itself. Unfortunately, the normally wobbly
funhouse corridors of Bryant’s mind have become, of late,
even more labyrinthine. The venerable detective seems to

be losing his grip on reality. May fears the worst, as Bryant
rapidly descends from merely muddled to one stop short of
Barking, hallucinating that he’s traveled back in time to
solve the case. There had better be a method to Bryant’s
madness—because, as more bodies are pulled from the
river’s depths, his partner and the rest of the PCU find
themselves in over their heads.

The Wild Chamber [coming in
2017]
Our story begins at the end of an
investigation, as the members of
London's Peculiar Crimes Unit race to
catch a killer near London Bridge Station
in the rain, not realizing that they're about to cause a
bizarre accident just yards away from the crime scene. And
it will have repercussions for them all...
One year later, in an exclusive London crescent, a woman
walks her dog - but she's being watched. When she's found
dead, the Peculiar Crimes Unit is called in to investigate.
Why? Because the method of death is odd, the gardens are
locked, the killer had no way in - or out - and the dog has
disappeared.
So a typical case for Bryant & May. But the hows and whys
of the murder are not the only mysteries surrounding the
dead woman - there's a missing husband and a lost nanny
to puzzle over too. And it seems very like that the killer is
preparing to strike again.
As Arthur Bryant delves in to the history of London's 'wild
chambers' - its extraordinary parks and gardens, John May
and the rest of the team seem to have caused a national
scandal. If no-one is safe then all of London's open spaces
must be closed...
With the PCU placed under house arrest, only Arthur Bryant
remains at liberty - but can a hallucinating old codger catch
the criminal and save the unit before it's too late?
Compiled for the

Just Desserts mystery fiction discussion group
Lincoln City Libraries – Lincoln, Nebraska
July 2016 – sdc

